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Ohio shaken,
undamaged
after quake
CINCINNATI (AP) - A mild
earthquake measuring 4.5 on the
Richter scale was felt Tuesday
by residents of Ohio, Kentucky,
Indiana, West Virginia and Tennessee, but no damage was reported, authorities said.
The quake was at 10:28 p.m.
EDT and was centered 65 miles
southwest of Ashland, Kv.. said
Russ Needham of the National
Earthquake Information Service in Golden, Colo.,
Jay Parrish, assistant professor of geology, said the University picked up "beautiful seismographic recordings" of the
earthquake. Both a smoke paper
and visual recording seismograph recorded the quake.
According to Parrish, most
earthquakes recorded at the University are only strong enough
to move a seismograph arm a
half-inch. Tuesday's earthquake
moved the arm two inches.
"Actually one of our geology
students had changed the paper
in the seismograph and thought
they had broken the arm—they
hadn't broken it—it was the
earthquake causing the movement, Parrish said. Quakes of a
severity of 5 or less on the Richter scale are considered mild
and unlikely to cause much
damage. An increase by one full
number on the scale reflects a
10-fold increase in the severity
of the quake.

Olscamp
forum not
big draw
by Elizabeth Klmcs
staff reporter

Ron Street, a seismologist at
the University of Kentucky, said
it was "an official, honest-toGod earthquake."
'It's a good healthy one... that
should have been widely felt,"
said Street.
Needham said some minor
damage was reported in Mount
Sterling, Ky., but said he had no
details of the damage.

University President Paul J.
Olscamp ate his lunch alone yesterday.
Although no students attended
his first noontime open house for
the semester.
Olscamp said
he is anticipating a larger
response once
word circulates about it.
Olscamp
began the open
houses last
spring, when
he encouraged Olscamp
students to bring a lunch and
share their thoughts, concerns
and questions about the University and education in general.

Cincinnati police said hundreds of residents jammed their
telephone switchboards reporting the quake felt in the area.
The quake was felt alone the
Ohio River from Portsmouth, in
Ohio's southernmost tip, northwestward toward Cincinnati and
in Dayton, about 50 miles north
of here.
Parrish said the quake was
strong enough to be picked up by
sensitive seismographic equipment but not strong enough to be
felt by residents of Bowling
Green. A dispatcher at the State
Highway Patrol's headquarters
in Columbus said the office had
received no reports of damage
or injury from the quake.
"My door cracked open when
it happened. I could near it,"
said Kris Sommer, a resident of
Amberley, a suburb of Cincinnati.

The open houses will be held
every Wednesday from noon to
1:15 p.m. in the Chart Room, 221
McFall Center.

BG News Susan Schulz

Take it from Freddie
Freddie Falcon gave a University football schedule to Mary Beck, junior psychology major, yesterday
afternoon at the Memorial Hall ticket office. Beck was getting a head start on Parents' Day by picking up
her football tickets early. The annual event Is not until Oct 31 —but there Is generally a high demand for
them early in the season.

"Students raise questions
about room rates, problems with
closed courses, and, naturally,
parking," he said. "Things you
would normally expect them to
ask."
Last spring, more people attended the open houses during
the beginning of the semester
than in (he end, Olscamp said.
a See Olscamp, page 8.

Math professor awarded prize UAO seeks band
to play campus
by Laura Spltzer
reporter

A University professor and author received a national award from
the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) for an article published last year on Isaac Newton.
V. Frederick Rickey, professor of mathematics and statistics, was
awarded a George Polya Award, which is given annually to authors
noted for excellence in expository writing.
The award was given for his article "Isaac Newton: Man, Myth, and Mathematics," published in
the November 1987 issue of "The College Mathematics Journal."
The Polya Award, which includes a $500 cash
erize, was presented to Rickey in Norway, where
e was a participant in a workshop concerning the
history of mathematics.
"I was very delighted to get the award," Rickey
said. "A lot of people knew and were very impressed. It was a big deal. A lot of people who receive
Rickey
these awards become very well-known."

Rickey said due to the bicentennial of Newton's "Prindpia"—"the
most famous book ever written in science"—he decided to arrange
his many years of research into a series of talks on Newton.
"I presumed that everyone knew about Newton, but was quite
surprised to find out that most people knew only a few things about
his life, many of which were wrong, and almost nothing about his
scientific work."
A member of the University's faculty since 1968, Rickey has concentrated his studies on the history of mathematics.
He is chair of The Americas Section of the International Study
Group for History and Pedagogy of Mathematics—which focuses on
encouraging teachers to use the history of mathematics to motivate
math ideas.
In addition, Rickey is a member of the MAA and consulting editor
of the "Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic."
Rickey received his bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees in
mathematics from the University of Notre Dame.
He said he will continue his research into the history of mathematics and is presently "floating around" from the honor be has
received.
"The satisfaction goes on and on," he said.

Fine Arts getting new wing
This is the last of a three^jart series
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

In the midst of what University President
Paul J. Olscamp is calling the biggest capital improvement program in the past 25
years, University plans for extensive renovations of four campus buildings are being
coupled with proposals to invest $9.7 million
into construction of new buildings.
Plans are underway for both a $9.1 million
extension of the Fine Arts Building and a
$600,000 information center at the campus
entrance near Doyt L. Perry Field. Construction of the new information booth, to be
built where the current center is located, is
set to begin this semester, according to
Robert McGeein, director of capital planning.
Renovations are planned or underway for
Williams, Shatzel, Overman and Hayes
halls.
McGeein said the present booth was built
in 1975 as a "temporary structure," and it
now "serves no useful purpose."
At his annual State of the University Address in August, Olscamp called the present
booth a "disgrace" because it does not serve

Thursday
The National Weather Service In
Toledo Is calling for
mostly tunny skies
and warmer temperature* today. The expected high will be 80
degrees with winds
out of the south at 10
to 20 mph. Tonight
there will be Increasing cloudiness with
the low at 55 degrees.
Friday's weather outlook shows partly cloudy skies and mild
temperatures. The high will once again

be 80 dey*<f, n-,^^.,-^---,---,^-—

Graphic/Thom Krouse
as the formal entrance to the University it
should be.
Phil Mason, executive assistant to Olscamp, explained the forces driving the construction surge on campus.
"We're in the midst of an academic revolution. The updating and enhancing of University structures creates the excellent faci-

lities in which to provide these strong academic services," Mason said.
The funds needed for the information
booth will be provided by internal budgeting
by Parking Services and a state grant will
provide the funding for the Fine Arts Building expansion, Olscamp said.
"Not one penny of the costs (for the booth
construction) will come from the instructional and general funds of the University,"
Olscamp said. "The first $300,000 will come
from Parking Services' surplus balance and
the remaining $277,000 will be financed internally and paid off over four years by
Parkjna Services."
Initially, Olscamp's proposed booth was to
be built on a $300,000 budget but the Board of
Trustees instead approved an expanded plan
expected to cost $600,000.
McGeein said the booth now standing in
front of Doyt L. Perry Field will be torn
down. The new center will consist of 800
square feet and will provide information on
both campus and city features, he said.
The driveway and landscaping surrounding
the center will also be upgraded, he said.
T,
In the future it might be a ticket-sale office for inter-collegiate athletics and music.
D See Building, page 4.

Big name, cheap price are priorities
by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

The University Activities Organization is looking for a
nationally-known rock band to
perform this fail at Anderson
Arena.
Gale Swanka, director of
UAO, said a performing arts
committee was formed to find
groups touring in the area between mid-October and midNovember who could play at the
University.
Swanka explained the group
picked must be within a
reasonable travel distance from
the University to keep costs
down.
"We're at the mercy of groups
coming from a few hours travel
from here," she said.
The cost of hiring a group
must be within the budget UAO
has set, said Joe Matessa, director of the performing arts committee.
He said UAO divides the price
of hiring a band by the number
of tickets they expect to sell to
see what they would need to
charge per ticket in order to
breakeven.
Lisa Marsh, adviser of the
performing arts committee,
said UAO has not come up with a
specific dollar amount for this
year, but last year UAO spent
$40,000 bringing INXS to the University.
In spite of these restrictions,
Swanka said UAO hopes to find a
popular band.
One way to find out if potential
groups are popular with University students is to conduct a survey, die said.
Swanka said 200 randomlypicked students will be asked to

choose their favorite of four possible bands. The survey should
take place in the next two weeks
either by phone interviews, a
questionnaire in The BG News
or through fliers stuffed in mailboxes, she said.
Another way to learn if a
group is popular, Swanka said,
is to find out if the band is currently on tour and to see how
they have been received in other
cities.
Local record sales are also
taken into consideration, she
added.
Swanka said the Anderson
Arena must also be available at
the time the potential band can
perform. The arena seats up to
4,500 people for a concert and.
last year, 4,100 tickets were sold
for the INXS concert.
"Other concerts in the past
have not been sold out," Swanka
said. The limited seating makes
covering the cost of the show
difficult, she said. In addition to
the cost of hiring the band and
paying their travel expenses,
Swanka said UAO also needs to
provide funds for food, security
and other expenses the band
would incur.
"Because Anderson Arena
only seats 4,500 people for a concert, you (sometimes) can't
frovide enough income to cover
ravel costs for groups,"
Swanka said.
Although the football stadium
would house more people,
Swanka said UAO could not hold
a concert there because if it
rained, it would lose money.
Students get a price break by
attending a concert at the University, she said.
Ticket prices for past concerts
at the University have been less
D See Concert, page 4.

News in Brief
Contest seeks BG spirit
Fifty dollars is available to any resident who can
capture the "spirit" of life in Bowling Green.
A contest sponsored by the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce was designed to develop a
logo for a new special awareness and visibility
campaign.
All entries must include the words "Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce" in the design and
must be camera-ready.
Entries must be submitted by 5 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 28.
by Deborah Kennedy

Concert tickets to be prize
tor Amnesty essay writers
In a drawing on Monday, the University chapter
of Amnesty International will give away four tickets to a benefit concert tour in PMadelphia.
Amnesty International, an organization that
aims to release people worldwide who have been
imprisioned for their political beliefs, race, religon, sex or language through letters, is sponsorg the drawing to encourage participation in the
organization.
To enter the contest, contestants must write a
letter on behalf of a prisoner. Information about

prisoners and guidelines for writing the letter were
distributed in the residence halls, but can be obtained by leaving a name and address in off-1
campus mailbox 4749.
Letters should be sent to that mailbox by 7:30
p.m. Monday, and each writer is automatically entered in the drawing. Two randomly-drawn win-,
ners will receive two tickets and a $50 travel subsidy each for the Sept. 19 Human Rights Now!
show in the Eastern Pennsylvania city.
,
The concert headlines Bruce Springsteen, Peter
Gabriel, Sting and Tracy Chapman, and is makinc
three stops in the United States.
■by Angle BUntttna
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Prioritizing for future
After a year-long review of the University's
Role and Mission Statement by its Committee
on Academic Affairs, the Faculty Senate Tuesday
approved a prioritization of the document crucial to
planning the future of the University.
It tooK the 22 goals contained in the statement,
each of which discusses a particular need at the University, and put them into three categories based
on their urgency: emphasize, enhance and maintain.
What did the Senate pinpoint as the most important goals, worthy of the commitment of major resources? Increasing financial aid and scholarships
for academically qualified students, making the University the first-choice of state high-school students and offering the highest academic qualifications.
And, indeed, it seems the committee did its job
well. In order for the University to attain the stature of a first-class and first-choice state school,
both time and money must be devoted to attracting
top students, such as National Merit scholars, valedictorians and other honors students.
By striving toward the specific steps identified by
the Senate this week, the University will take great
strides in the direction of reaching these students.

Speeding dangers
life, pocketbook
Haste makes waste.
And in the case of speeding, it can result in
the waste of money and, sometimes, the waste of a
life.
Bowling Green city police have been cracking
down on speeding offenders lately, as they do about
once every year. Twenty-one citations were issued
Monday for speeding.
Chief of Police Galen Ash said the police department is putting more emphasis on catching
speeders in order to prevent accidents.
In addition to being life-threatening, speeding
can also rake up some big fines.
The fine for speeding is $2 per mile over the speed
limit plus $35 in court costs. If a vehicle is traveling
more than 16 miles over the speed limit, a $100 fine
will result in a 25 or 35 mph zone and a $150 fine in a
55 or 65 mph zone.
The second moving violation in one year is a
fourth degree misdemeanor and can result in a
maximum $250 fine and/or a 30-day jail sentence.
A third moving violation is a third degree misdemeanor and can result in a $500 fine and/or 60
days in jail.
A speeding offense will also add two points to a
driver's license.
So, although zooming through a 25 mile zone may
seem like a good way to save a little time, try planning to leave home a few minutes earlier instead. It
has the same results when it comes to saving time,
except it also saves money and lives.
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Film on Jesus causes holy mess
"Whaddaya think?" Slats
Grobnik asked. "Should we go
see it?"
See what?
"You know, that movie about
Jesus that's got everybody
foaming at the mouth."
Ah, you mean "The Last
Temptation of Christ."
"That's it. You wanna go?"
Well, it would be interestingto
see what the flap is all about. Do
you want to go?
"I dunno. I like happy endings, but from what I read, it
sounds like a downer."
Well, it's hard to have a happy
ending with a crucifixion.
"No, it can be done. I saw a
Bible movie on the late show
that finished okay. Victor Mature was a gladiator. He started
out as a mean guy, but after the
crucifixion he turned into a good
guy, although he still looked like
a mope, but that's the way Victor Mature always looked. I was
falling asleep near the end, but I
think he turned in his sword and
armor for a burlap wardrobe
and that made him holy. Hey,
why is it that if you're going to
be holy, you got to wear clothes
that itch?"

I don't know, but that was
your standard Hollywood Bible
film. I gather that "The Last
Temptation of Christ" is something quite different.
"Yeah, I don't remember any
Catholic cardinals or Jerry
Falwell or anybody getting mad
about Victor Mature. Or any of
those other old movies where
there would be a lot of clouds
and lightning jumping around
the sky and then you hear God
talking. Except it wasn't God, it
was some guy with a deep radio
announcer voice. Why didn't
they get mad when some guy
who did soap commercials
played God?"
Because in "The Last Temptation of Christ," Jesus Is
portrayed as someone with human frailties, subject to the
same temptations as the rest of
in.
"Like what? They didn't have
racetracks in those days.''
Well, there is a scene in which
He has a dream that He gets
married.
"He dreams about it? What's
wrong with that? It's only if you
actually get married when you'-

re wide awake that you have
troubles."
Yes, but in the movie He also
dreams about having sex and
some of it is shown on the
screen.
"Huh. At my age, I dream
about having sex, too, but to be
honest, I wouldn't want to see
myself doing it on a movie
screen."
The point is, Jesus is
portrayed as having self-doubts,
character flaws, not being sure
of his own divinity.
"Sort of like a split personality?"
From what I've read, yes.
"I can see where that could be
a problem. In those days, they
didn't have shrinks. And even if
they had one, He probably
couldn't have afforded it on a
carpenter's paycheck. Especially before they got union scale.
So, are we going to go see it?"
I don't know. There will probably be pickets at the theater.
People are really angry. Fundamentalists, Catholics, the
whole range of Christianity is up
inarms.
"That don't make sense. It's
just a movie, some pictures on a

screen with a sound track. If
they don't like it, they should
just stay home, read their Bible
and not go see it."
No, they believe it is blasphemous, an insult to Christ, morally unacceptable.
"I don't understand that kind
of thinking. If the movie is so
terrible, then why didn't God hit
the studio with a bolt of lightning. He used to do stuff like that,
turning somebody into salt,
flooding the whole world, getting
a guy swallowed by a big fish. So
if He let them make the movie,
He can't be too upset about it,
right?"
Only the theologians can answer your questions, and I'm not
sure about them, since they
can't agree on the movie.
"Well. I don't get it. Why
didn't all those people get mad
when George Burns played God."
George Burns playing God
was meant to be funny.
"It was?"
Sure, that was the whole idea
— God as a stand-up comic.
"Well, they fooled me. Considering the shape the world is
in, I thought if was a documentary."

Is Boston/Austin Express out of steam?
A Word in Edgewise
Far be it from us to withhold
sage advice from the Dukakis
campaign just when it appears
to be sup, sliding away into oblivion. We know there is trouble
in the camp when John Sasso is
called out of retirement as campaign manager to salvage the
season. Mike-we were here all
the time. Why settle for Sasso
when the Edgewise team is
ready and available to put you
back on course? It is no fun
when you get to Labor Day and
find the farm club is barren.
Bring in fresh blood from outside the organization! We say,
ignore all that talk about pinchhltting for you and Lloyd with
Mario and Jesse.
Imagine giving up your last at
bat just because the lower third
of your lineup is scheduled to hit.
Do not listen when they say your
team has got a staff of starters,
but no relievers. An impressive
inside game, but no three-point
shooters on the bench for overtime. A strong ground game, but
nobody to throw the long bomb.
Hold on, Mike. Brace yourself,
Lloyd. We are here to help. Take
a deep breath. Do not pay attention to those weak-hearted pundits in and out of your party who
say the Boston/Austin Express
is running out of steam.
For goodness sake, don't they
know you have got to save something for the fourth quarter?

(You do have something for the
fourth quarter, don't you? An
honest-to-goodness set of issues
for the November election? Not
yet? No worry. Be happy. We
are here to help.)
Let's be smart People, for
better or worse, vote their pocketbooks and their pride. The
public, frankly, is reluctant to
accept "WELL, WHAT ABOUT
IRAN-CONTRA?" as a stirring
campaign theme. Before Ann
and Teddy's wimpering tantrums of July fade into shrill
echoes that threaten to drown
out the significance of your issues, we have to ask: what are
your issues? It is not fair of
George to keep stealing them
from you, one by one, claiming
"Republicans are the change!"
Let's go through the list one
more time. Remember, we are
only here to help. Between us,
we are sure to find something to
get the engine moving again.
The Economy. Whoops, no
help there. More and better jobs.
Higher median wage. Low interest rates. Low inflation. Low
taxes. And despite the usual end
of summer rise in unemployment, there is nothing here to
exploit.
The Defense. You are already
perceived as naive and inexperienced about weapons and strategic defense, so do not tread
here. The ground is too soft. If
you harp on the subject, you will

soacDV

either get stuck, or worse, so
muddy that people will be unable to distinguish you from
George. Except by your respective heights, of course.
World stability. An INF
Treaty is signed. Iraq/Iran
peace talks are underway. Cubans are leaving Angola. The
Soviets are waving goodbye to
Afghanistan. That basically
leaves Central America and the
Middle East. Are we pro- or conContra? Are Democrats bailing
out of support for Israel? Have
you checked with Margot Kidder
about what she thinks? Guess
we had better leave the world
scene alone, too.
Social issues. Okay, this could
be promising. You are proabortion, pro-ERA, pro-ACLU,
pro-gay rights, pro-labor, progun control... Very progressive.
On second thought, these are not
exactly mainstream, middleAmerican issues, are they?
Mention them too much and they
might link you to Mondale,
McGovern and you know who.
To paraphrase the eloquent
Democratic Congressman,
Peter Kostmayer, "Shut them
up and we'll give them what
they want later." We really
should keep looking.
Vice-Presidential Choice. Ah,
here is a clear, unequivocal issue on your side. Bush-against
our advice, mind you-picked a
wealthy white Hoosfer who

DAVID HARRIS
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joined the National Guard instead of enlisting in the Marines.
And you, let's see, you, well, you
picked a wealthy white Texan
who helped keep his son out of
Vietnam by getting him into the
National Guard. Hmmmm.
Looks like a draw. But wait a
minute; clearly, Lloyd has the
IQ stature and experience to be
a VP. And be knows how to
throw his weight around D.C.
After all, was Dan Quayle smart
enough to propose a $10,000 per
seat breakfast for any lobbyist
who wanted his time? Now we
are getting somewhere!
Competence. Finally, we are
on your home court. You can
feel the excitement building.
Nothing stirs the American electorate more than the issue of
competence. (Can you just bear
those roaring crowds at your inauguration chanting: "Mike is
Competent! Mike is Competent!) They do not care about
"Ideology" or "that vision
thing;" they want a manager, a
real man in a grey flannel suit
who makes the trains run on
time. Just like they do in Massachusetts-where facts are stupid
things. Oh, the taxes are oppressive and the budget is balanced
by borrowing funds from the
temporary reserves of other
state funding and, okay, a few
nasty types do set out on furlough occasionally to be nasty
again. But ask anybody about
the trains.
Ah, those trains. With our
help, your Boston/Austin Express should be on its way nowone mean locomotive with momentum. We did not hear you
say exactly where it was
headed, but we made some assumptions. Back to Boston and
Austin, right? Just in time.
Bruce Edwards is an associate professor and Peter Schreffler Is a teaching fellow In the
Department of English. Both
plead "nolo contendere" to
practicing political science
without a license.
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Repairs are slow to be made Students bring
Fraternity president says damage paid for but not fixed
trash problem
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Although the Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity was billed an estimated $1,000 for damages done
to the house during the 1987-88
school year, the president of the
fraternity said last week no repairs have been made to the
building for nearly four years.
The house appears in the same
shape as when the members left
in May, according to Jeff Woodard, fraternity president.
"It was all paid for in advance, but nothing was touched
... all the same damage," he
said.
Although the University
received payment for the repairs, no guarantees are made
tor when they will be completed.

said Sharon Biggins, a clerical
specialist with the University
maintenance department.
"We don't see any of the
money ... it's put into a general
fund," Biggins said. "They're
not paying for replacement, but
for the damage itself."
"We can't keep up with (damages)," she added.
Rob Hallier, Junior insurance
major and house manager for
the fraternity, said some of the
damages that are still visible at
the house were paid for four
years ago.
"It's a privilege to live in a
fraternity house, they should be
in as good condition, if not better, than the rest of the campus
... we're pulling teeth to get
something done, Hallier said.
Some members of the fraternity said they are disappointed

with the lack of repairs as well.
"The rooms are terrible ...
almost a whole wall is chipped
and the carpet needs cleaning,
at least," said Chuck Gute, Junior criminal justice major and
Phi Kappa Tau member. "It
should've been done two years
ago."
Mike Sheridan, senior interKrsonal/public communicans major, said he is also disappointed with the condition of
the house.
"The bookshelves were put
upside down and I can't sit at my
desk. They think we abuse it and
that isn't always the case,"
Sheridan said.
According to Biggins, damage
repairs to residence halls and
Greek houses are done on a
priority basis.
If the damage is a health or
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Dorothy Buettner, house
mother for the Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity, said all safetyrelated problems at the house
have been corrected.

by Karen McDevttt
reporter

With the arrival of offcampus Bowling Green students to residential neighborhoods this fall came an increased number of complaints from unhappy neighbors concerning garbage,
said a Wood County Health
official.
Brad Espen, sanitarian for
the Wood County Health Department, said although he
routinely receives complaints
from landlords and residents
about overflowing garbage,
his workload has nearly tripled in the past few weeks.
Scott Heidenreich, administrative assistant to the

Health Commissioner, said
most complaints come from
heavily student-concentrated
areas such as Manville and
Troup Avenues, South College
Drive and the numbered
streets.
Heidenreich links the increase in garbage complaints
primarily to the arrival of
students and overall lack of
knowledge of the 1986 Housing Code which, among other
things, lays out guidelines for
trash disposal.
For example, he said,
many students do not know
that placing indoor furniture
outside a residency is in violation of the housing code.
Heidenreich
D See Sanitation, page 4.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT I

INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

BBQ RIBS
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safety hazard, such as a broken
window or a door that does not
lock, she said it is given top
priority by the maintenance department. Other problems are
placed on a list and repaired as
time allows.
"It's done (repair) when we
can get to them. Biggins said.
Biggins said the cost of repairs varies depending on the
seriousness of the damages.
For most repairs, a standard
price has been set which includes the cost of labor, she said,
but in unusual or severe cases a
contractor must be called in to
give an estimate before the University can bill the student*)

RIBS
4:30-7:00 p.m.

RIBS

$4.00

1 THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION $
3:
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
igj
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dally
:g

A COLORFUL
AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS...
sweats, pants, shirts
skirts, jackets accessories
EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS OF
Portside Marketplace
Franklin Park Mall

SK benellon
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FIFTH THIRD'S AUTO IXMN.
IT MAKES BUYING A CAR AS
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY.

ATTENTION SENIORS
GKfeEVi

PICK THEM UP IN THE m® OFFICE - 3RD
FLOOR UNION - BETWEEN 8 a.m. AND 5
p.m. - NOW THRU FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH

APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 16TH AT NOON!
ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS ATTENTION SENIORS
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The Few, The Proud
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THE PIKES
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FALL RUSH DATES
CO

CO

Thursday, September 8 - Win, Lose or Draw Night
Monday, September 12 - Mark's Pizza Night
Wednesday, September 14- PIKE FEST Night
Tuesday, September 20 - Turn Pike Night

■v
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"ALL SPORTS CHAMPS"
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Buying a car can lake a lol of
lime and decisions Thereareso
many choices, prices and deals to
think about. And then there's the
loan to consider.
That'swherewecomein. We
can help keep things simple. In
fact, Fifth Thirdhashelpedput
more people behind the wheel than
anyother bank in Hancock County.
Partly because of the rates we offer.
Rut mostly because of our special
style of personalized service.

CHOOSING OUR LOAN FOR
PERSONALREASONS.
Whether you need a car, truck,
trailer or recreation vehicle. Fifth
Third can custom-make a loan to
suit your needs. And because when
it comes to making auto loans, we
believe in going the distance, no
matter who or where your dealer is,
when you find the deal you want,
you can get the loan you need.
0-60 IN PRACTICALLY NO
TIMEFLAT.
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
Banking Center for more informa-

tion or an auto loan application.
Or talk to y_our dealer. And if you
have a One Account Plus, we can
sweeten yourdeal with a special low
interest rate. Ifyoudon'thavea
One Account Plus, nowyou have
another good reason to find out
aboutgettingone.
Apply for your Fifth Third
auto loan today. With ourquick
approval process, we' 11 have you
on the road againinnotime.

mm

FIFTh THIRD BANK
ot •tonTHwtsTtaN omo

Horn letting Findlny. Tiffin, Bowling Green,
toitoris. Baseom. and New Klegel.

4
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Center serves as home
to off-campus students
Study space, activity information among comforts
said,"but I didn't get any work done and I never

by Betty Kramer
reporter

slept."

Living on campus provides students with a home
away from home within the reach of the University
and Its activities; but those who live off-campus or
commute can find a home-like atmosphere at the
Off-Campus Student Center.
The center, located on the ground-level of
Moseley Hall, was designed to be the "on campus
home" for off-campus students, said the center's
director, Sue Witschi.
Celebrating its 21st birthday this month, the
center houses a quiet study lounge, television
room, lab with computers, typewriters and assorted vending machines. Witschi said these facilities
are available to all students.
She said many students choose to commute as a
"cost-saving measure," but may find it is "more
difficult to feel a part of the community living offcampus" because information is less readily available.
To combat this, the center posts fliers and notices about daily campus activities. In so doing, it
fills its role as a "one-stop place where people can
see what activities are coming up," Witschi said.
Stacey Kropelin, junior accounting major,
commutes daily from Perrysburg and spends tune
between classes in the center.
"It's a good place to relax, study and meet
friends," she said.
Kropelin lived on campus during her freshman
and part of her sophomore year, but had to move
home due to health reasons.
"I loved (living in a residence hall)," she

Photo/Pat Mingarelll

Chemical Testing

Mike Howick, senior chemistry and biology major, checks the gas flow in an experiment using a chromaticgraph to measure the flow rate and amount of substances broken down. The experiment was part of his
Wednesday afternoon Chemistry 407 class taught by Ivan DenBesten, professor of chemistry.

Concert
D Continued from page 1.
than what a student would pay to
see the same band in a major
city, she said. For example, in
1985, students paid $10 to see
Cheap Trick and $11 for the
INXS concert held last year.

Burlington Optical

"We're trying to get students
something affordable," Swanka
said.

BURLINGTON

EXTENDED WEAR

$94.88

stages, it is expected to add
61,000 square feet to the present
building.
"The $9.1 million funding for
the project came from the state
and will enable the department

of fine arts to consolidate and
add additional space," McGeein
said. "We're half way through
the developing statement and
the construction will begin in
1990-91."

Q Continued from page 3.
said the furniture can become infested with rats and mice and pose
sanitary problems.
"Each day I go driving, I see at least three violations with inside
furniture being placed outside," Espen said. "It even sits out in the
heavy rain."
In addition, Heidenreich said students sometimes leave old mattresses sitting outside for garbage pickup — also a violation.
Other common violations include overflowing garbage, garbage
not placed in the proper containers and garbage strewn after parties, Espen said.
In order to alleviate extra garbage from students moving in and
out of apartments, the city conducted a heavy trash pick-up two
weeks ago. These are also conducted periodically throughout the
year.
Heidenreich said those who improperly dispose of their garbage
can expect to face a written violation.
"We give them a certain amount of time to clean it up, depending
on the violation. If they don't clean it up, we give them a warning and
if it's still not cleaned up, we can take them to court," Heidenreich
said. "If they're found guilty, we can charge them $100 a day for
every day the mess had been left.''
Heidenreich said 17 to 18 violations are taken to court each year.
With the housing code in effect, he said the Wood County Health Department has not lost a case yet.
Espen said most violations do not enter the courtroom because the
problems can be taken care of immediately.

ATTENTION JUNIOR
ACCOUNTING MAJORS!
An informative
internship seminar is
going to be held on
Thursday, September 8th
from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
in 110 BA

TWO PAIR ONE PRICE
$59.88

O Continued from page 1.
People will be able to access the
center by a drive- through
window," McGeein said.
Although the Fine Arts expansion is still in the planning

Sanitation

Bausch & Lomb
Contact Lenses
DAILYWEAR

Building

She said the committee would
like to have more than one rock
concert per year, but they often
run into the same problems. She
said they will try to schedule a
second show this year "if we
can."

September
OptrSpecial

While living off-campus provides "quieter study
time and better food," Kropelin said, ft also means
being away from friends and activities.
Leah Genone, freshman interpersonal and public communication major, decided to commute
from Toledo because "my parents make too much
money to get financial aid, but not enough to send
me to college."
Genone said she does not feel left out of campus
activities because between her part-time job,
school and commuting, she does not have enough
time to feel secluded.
In addition to alerting off-campus students to activities, the center also offers a variety of other
services such as emergency housing for stranded
motorists, a ride board, jumper cables, a photocopying machine, severe weather announcements, the campus escort service and a program
known as "The Buck Stops Here."
Witschi explained that this program helps students cut through red tape when they experience a
problem with the University.
"If you don't know where to go or who to see,
come to us and we'll do the leg work, make the
calls and try to find the answer, '"she said.
Also, speakers are brought in to lecture on a variety of subjects and programs are offered in connection with several organizations such as the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, the World
Student Association and the Resident Student Association, Witschi said.
Stressing that the center and its services are
open to all University students, Witschi said it is
the goal of the center "to help students however we

•Promotion good only w*m professional fe«.
Sterilization Kit extra
Not valid with any other specials or coupons.
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Sponsored by
Touche Ross and Company

GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS
Eyes Examined By Dr. S. Sniff,
Optometrist

Toloi"
1055 S. Reynolds
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Jennifer Casey
Amy Cermak
Jennifer Connors
Heather Effron
Michelle Gentner
Laura Green
Michelle Hellman
Lonna Hodson
Angela Hughes
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Tracy Jacim
Cindy Jones
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Myra Mack
Michelle Martin
Dawn Menno
Monica Nelson
Krista Norris
Janet Rammel
Caroline Roser
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College I.D. Night
reduced admission with I.D.
GRAN PRIX RACE
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FRIDAY:
Silver Bullet Night
95* Drinks & Suds
Collect all the
SILVER BULLETS
and win Fantastic Prizes!
18 and over
CHECK OUT OUR NEW LIGHT SHOW

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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'Pace Trail'is
designed for
safer jogging

»i$ WT

overhead lights will provide a
safer night environment for
users — especially females.
The trail Is equipped with
The recently completed out- flashing colored fights, called
door track behind the Student "pace lights" that enable users
Recreation Center is thought to to pace themselves at different
be the only one in the nation lo- levels.
cated on a university campus,
He said there are 16 lamp
the center's director said.
posts holding the pace lights loTerry Parsons, director of the cated around the trail. The
Student Recreation Center, said lights are in operation daily
the Pace Trail is designed with from 6:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. The
two specific goals in mind.
overhead lights remain on from
In addition to attracting off- dusk to 11:30 p.m.
campus runners to the trail with
Parsons said the trail is basiits scenery, Parsons said the cally maintenance-free. Made of
by Angle Blandlna
reporter

a crushed limestone surface, it
is "easier on ankles and knees,"
he said.
He said limestone absorbs
water so the trail won't be slippery in the winter. Parsons developed the idea for the trail
when he visited a fitness center
in Sun City, Ariz, in 1985, which
has a similar facility.
Construction began on the
$62,540 track during the fall of
1967.
The trail opened in mid-April
and is frequently used by physical education classes, area cross
country teams and people with

S

health difficulties who need a
paced exercise program, be
said.
The trail is open for the use of
all. Parsons said he believes it is
"a free, drop-in inducement to
running."

TEE BG HEWS:

Tour one source for
local news and sports

MISS ELDER-BEERMAN

COLLEGE
NIGHT
IT'S FRIDAY NIGHT 4 TO 11 PM
SEPTEMBER 9

TAKE 20% OFF
ALL REGULAR PRICE MERCHANDISE
Just show us your Bowling Green State University I.D.
•Save 70% on small electrics. Excludes cosmetics, gift certificates and
gift coins. Elder-Beerman associates and their families are not eligible.
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Elder-Beerman welcomes you
back to school in a big way,
with 7 hours of special savings
throughout the store!
PLUS, TAKE 50% OFF ALL
CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE
IDENTIFIED BY 98° ENDIHGS

credit for you!

*

LOOK WHAT'S
HAPPENING!
Let our fragrmnco
experts show you
the proper way
to wear fragrance.
Stop by our fragrance
department for
your personal
layering experience.
Sample fragrances
front the world'*
finest names.
Beauty makeovers

* from Cllnlque and

your Blder-Beerman ^J^^JSVST*
you need, plos you'll '8M'f °*f°|°™ Elde.-Beerman charge

m

Estee Lauder.
Discover a now
look for the now
school year.

bcoTrCSrSd^iat* credit record tha,
wWe-v. you me res. <* you' !*>•
l,„nl»,akesate^.inu,es.oopenanBde-.Beemencna,9e.
so what are you waiting for?

Back to school moans back
to Elder-Beerman, at extra special
back to school savings!
WOODLAND MALL
Shop College Night this Friday 4 to 11 P-m.

We Want What YOU Want
••v-1****-
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They're coming..

Senior portraits begin next week!
Varden Studios of New York is
coming for the 1989 senior portrait
program. Choose from three
arrangements of portrait sittings and
a wide assortment of photo
packages to meet your needs.
Sittings are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sept. 12-30,28 West Hall

Call 372-8086 today
to schedule your appointment!
Be with your classmates and friends in the 1989 KEY senior section
and get some really great portraits for yourself.
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County given grant
by Linda Hoy

city editor

BG News/Susan Schulz
Tom Blaha. Wood County economic development coordinator, addresses reporters, civil leaders and citizens of
Bowling Green at a press conference Wednesday to announce the awarding of an $80,000 grant for economic
development in Wood County.

An |80,000 grant was awarded
to the Wood County Economic
Development Office yesterday
to help coordinate efforts for
economic development in the
county.
The award was announced at
a press conference by Wood
County Board of Commissioners' Vice President Marilyn
Baker.
The money, awarded by the
Private Industry Council, will be
used for the staffing ana operation of the Wood County Economic Development office of
W.S.O.S., an agency which
works for economic development in Wood, Sandusky, Ottawa and Seneca counties.
Thomas Blaha, Wood County
economic development coordinator, and other W.S.O.S. staff
members will work with various
county offices, such as the Wood
County Planning Commission
and Community Improvement
Corporation, "to ensure that all
offices are able to respond to
business and industry in the
most appropriate manner,"
Baker said.

"Most importantly, Mr. Blaha
will work with business and industry interests to determine
their needs and find solutions to
their problems. We are confident that the final result will be
jobs for Wood County residents," she said.
The president of the Private
Industry Council, which
receives its funding from the
U.S. Department of Labor, expressed his organization's support for economic development
in Wood County.
"For us, the bottom line is to
create jobs for our clients in the
future/' said Jim Beshalske,
PIC president. "We can only encourage the Wood County Commissioners to continue their
economic development efforts,
to look upon the PIC as a partner
in this process and to continue to
be flexible in their own response
to future companies who desire
to locate in Wood County."
Efforts have been made by
W.S.O.S. on behalf of the commissioners to make progress in
the economic development of
Wood County, according to Donald Strieker, W.S.O.S. chief executive officer.

"Our Wood County office was
one of the very first local entities
contacted by the developers of
the multimillion dollar travelers
mall on I-7S near North Baltimore," Striker saidHe said construction of the facility that will employ 200 people
is expected to be completed next
fall.
"Not only will that project
create a domino effect of further
development at the Route 18
interchange, but it will provide a
much needed shot in the arm to
the tax base of the North Baltimore school district," Strieker
said.
Blaha said the Wood County
office has been getting inquires
from businesses considering locating in the county.
The inquires have come
through a variety of channels,
he said, including networking,
word-of-mouth, and the efforts
of the Ohio Development Council
and the Ohio Department of
Economic Development.
Because of the confidentiality
required in business dealings,
Blaha said he could not disclose
the identity of any businesses
considering locating in Wood
County.

16-year veteran appointed BGfire lieutenant
by Linda Hoy
city editor
The city's new fire lieutenant is used
to dealing with complex problems.
Set. William Reinemeyer, who has
worked in the city's fire division for 16
years, has assumed the position of fire
lieutenant, replacing Lt. Jack Eckert,
who is retiring.
Mayor Edwin Miller named
Reinemeyer to the position on Aug. 15.
Miller said one reason he was selected was because he had shown initiative

in devising a identification system of the
city's apartment
complexes and hotels.
"He took this on as
a personal challenge," Miller said.
Reinemeyer said
when he was first
hired as a firefighter
in 1972, the city had Reinemeyer
few maps. On his first
ambulance call, it took three stops to
locate which building housed the
apartment number in which the emer-

gency was occurring.
"I didn't like to waste time like that,"
he said.
Reinemeyer proceeded to create
maps of apartment complexes and hotels, identifying what buildings contained which numbers, to save time
during future emergencies.
As one of the city's three fire lieutenants, Reinemeyer will be responsible
for supervising a shift at the fire
station.
The fire lieutenant also goes on each
call and supervises the handling of the
fire, deciding where to park the truck
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Cook Out With the

KAPPA SIGS
Come & Meet the Brothers
Who Have Mode KAPPA SIGMA
TOP TEN Nationally the
Past Two Years.

and which hose and hydrant to use.
In addition to being a firefighter, he
also became the city's first paramedic
in 1977, after passing a test to receive
his certification.
He was selected for his new position
over two other sergeants who applied
for the position, Miller said.
"All three of them (the applicants)
were very qualified individuals, but his
(Reinemeyer's) individual work and
the years of service really swung the
decision in his favor," Miller said.
All three applicants were required to
take a written exam given by the Civil

Service Commission and a physical test
which consisted of climbing a fire
truck's ladder set 75 feet in the air at a
60 degree angle while wearing full firefighting gear, Miller said.
Temperatures in the 100s and 40
pounds of firefighting gear he was required to wear made the test difficult,
Reinemeyer said.
A native of Delphos, Reinemeyer
received a business degree from the University in 1970. He fives in Bowling
Green with his wife Claudia and children, Billy, 7, and Nicki, 4.

THIS SATURDAY, 12:30 P.M.

How to stand out
in a crowd]

I Conklin Hall 1
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STUDENT QB CLUB
WHAT IS IT?
A chance for the students and
Head Football Coach, Moe
Ankney, to interact. Ask questions regarding the team, past
performances and upcoming
games. Stop by Prout Cafeteria
and purchase a lunch or a
snack to bring with you.

FREE, EVERYONE
INVITED!

TODAY AT 12:00 NOON
3rd FLOOR UNION - OHIO SUITE

The American Express* Cani gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether Its for a leather |adtet
or a leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda So during college
and after, its the perfect way to pay for |ust about
everything you II want

Elsewhere
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Ohio supports Illinois bid

News Briefs

Fermilab pleads case for atom smasher in Chicago
COLUMBUS (AP) - A group boosting Illinois as the site of the federal government's
long-discussed atom smasher sought support Wednesday from Ohio, which has been
eliminated from competition for the $6 billion operation.
SSC for Fermilab Inc., a non-profit organization that wants the Superconducting
Super Collider added to an existing federal
facility near Chicago, made its pitch at a
luncheon and briefing for business and academic leaders, also attended by members of
the news media.
The group is promoting the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory near Chicago over other sites, still in the running, in
Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, North Carolina, Tennessee and Texas.
The U.S. Energy Department is to make
its recommendation in November.
Kristin Dean, executive director of SSC for

Fermilab, said the group earlier made similar presentations in Missouri, Wisconsin, Indiana and New York, which also have been
dropped from consideration.
She said the governors of those states have
endorsed the Illinois proposal. Ohio Gov.
Richard Celeste has said he favors either Illinois or Michigan, so long as the Midwest is
chosen, she added.
Dean and others primarily cited what they
called the economic advantages of placing
the super collider — a giant underground
machine that supposedly portends exciting
opportunities for scientific research — in Illinois.
They cited a savings of $3.2 billion in longrange savings of federal tax dollars, since
Fermilab has an operating particle accelerator, a campus, trained work force and
computer equipment that could be be used
for the SSC.

SSC for Fermilab also pointed to advantages that would accrue to Ohio, bolstered
by testimonials from Bill Palmer, an Ohio
State University physicist, and others who
had helped boost central Ohio as the site.
Palmer, one of 13 Ohio State physicists
who already use Fermilab services, cited
the proximity of "a world class machine" in
Chicago that would be accessible to professors and students.

Former teacher jailed
for sexual misconduct
CLEVELAND (AP) — A
former Euclid coach and
teacher has been sentenced to
two months in jail and banned
from contact with children
for five years after pleading
guilty to sexually molesting
two boys he befriended in
1965.
Kenneth P. Wohlgemuth,
44, was sentenced Tuesday by
Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Judge Thomas K. Pokorny. About 40 spectators
crowded the courtroom, and
several shouted and
threatened the victims'
mother after the sentencing.
The mother of the boys sobbed throughout the sentencing and said one son is still institutionalized from the
trauma he suffered from the
sexual attack.
In an unusual move, Pokomy allowed several friends
to speak on Wohlgemuth's
behalf before he was senten-

Dean said Fermilab already spends more
than |SOO,000 a year on the purchase of goods
and services from Ohio companies — an
amount that she indicated would escalate if
the project goes to Illinois.
She said that last year 259 companies
received contracts from Fermilab. So far
this year, 189 Ohio companies and organizations have received contracts worth $286,000,
she said.

Senate race turns dirty
COLUMBUS (AP) — The
battle between U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum and his Republican challenger, Cleveland
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Mayor George Voinovich, grew
more heated Tuesday with both
sides firing news media salvos.
Voinovich bought full-page
ads in newspapers in Cleveland,
Columbus. Cincinnati, Dayton,
Toledo, Akron, Canton, Springfield, Lima and Youngstown
criticizing Metzenbaum for not
scheduling debates.
The mayor also put out a press
release on the incumbent's voting record on child pornography
legislation, saying he professes
to be against such crimes but
opposes laws that address the
problem.
"The senator who claims to be
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on our side has a long history of
opposing tough child pornography legislation," James Conrad,
Voinovich's campaign manager,
said.
He said the incumbent is
standing in the way of the Child
Protection and Enforcement
Act, "a bill that President Reagan says would end the reign of
terror against children by child
pornographers."
At the same time, another
Voinovich spokesman, Kurt
Steigerwald, said Voinovich will
make a "fly around" of Ohio on
Wednesday to bolster television
ads showing that Metzenbaum
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talks one way on issues in Ohio
and votes another way in Washington.
The mayor had stops planned
in Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, Millersburg and Youngstown.
Metzenbaum campaign press
secretary Dale Butland released
what he said was a Voinovich
campaign memo of Aug. 26 in
which Conrad "admitted that
the mayor was slipping in the
polls ... and ominously promising to turn the Senate campaign
info a 'war' right after Labor
Day."
"It's sad, Mayor Voinovich
has allowed himself to be
demeaned and talked into using
gutter tactics like these when
people who view political campaigns as war to be won by any
means and at any cost," the
Metzenbaum spokesman said.
Butland rebutted Voinovich's
attacks on Metzenbaum, saying
the child pornography ads were
"vile, disgusting, and insulting
to the intelligence of voters."

MADISON, Ohio (AP) When John and Peggy Teske
leave the hospital with their
newborn premature baby, the
infant should feel right at
home.
Tiffany Leigh was unexpectedly delivered by her father
Saturday in the bathroom of
the family home in this Lake
County city in northeast Ohio.
She weighed 5 pounds, 3 ounces.
"It was just amazing. She
came out so fast. I can't believe we did this," said Teske,
31, a press brake operator in
Mentor. "She was just so
beautiful and so tiny — two
weeks early. I call her my
little peanut."
The girl is doing "terrific,"
Mrs. Teske, 30, said Wednesday by phone from home. The

The Latino Student Union would like to invite
you to our first general meeting which will take
place today (Thursday, Sept. 8), at 7:00 p.m.,
on the Second Floor of the Student Services
Building. Hispanic Students are especially
encouraged to come.
Refreshments will be served.

baby should be released Friday or Saturday from Rainbow Babies and Children's
Hospital in Cleveland.
The Teskes hadn't planned
on a home delivery for their
child, particularly because of
the death of a newborn son
three years ago.
"After what happened last
time, I just wanted a baby so
bad to replace him," Mrs. Teske said.
Teske said he would remind
his daughter often of his role
in her birth. "I will always
tell her, 111 be there to catch
her. ... 'I was there to catch
you, baby. Daddy will be
there to catch you when you
fall.' "

Olscamp
D Continued from page 1.
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"By the end (of the semester),
we had the same two or three
people and a reporter coming
every week,"he said.

fc

Mostly undergraduate students attended last year's meetings, he said. Graduate students
are more highly focused in their
academic pursuits than undergraduates and "really don't
care who the president is," he
said.

■k A Designated Driver Participant •

Attention all Students!!

ced. Most begged the judge
for mercy, citing Wohlgemuth's record of community
involvement.
The victims' mother was
approached after the sentence by a member of Wohlgemuth's family who
shouted, "This falls on your
head. You've put my family
through hell. You've ruined
our lives."
Euclid Detective Joseph
Bensi intervened and asked
Wohlgemuth's family to
leave. But members of the
family remained, shouting
other accusations at the
mother and at a television
cameraman until a deputy
sheriff ordered spectators
from the room.
Wohlgemuth must continue
with psychiatric counseling
and must complete a comprehensive sex offender program at University Hospital
in Cleveland.

Father takes lead role
in his baby's home birth
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"With the undergrads, it is
more of a chance to satisfy their
own curiosity," he said.
Olscamp said the open houses
give students the chance to approach him about their concerns.
"I don't get paid to shake people's hands. I get paid to do
things like finance programs
and improve the University," he
said. '"Things like the open
houses give people that opportunity to raise questions and
meet me."
Other events which Olscamp
said enable him to meet with
students include various student-oriented breakfasts held at
his house, the freshman convocation and his occasional visits
to classrooms.

Your Florist and Green Plant Center That Has Everything
Browse Through Our Greenhouse and Enjoy of Plants and Fountains

'SSilib
"BO's Beit
Kept Secret

Fresh Cut Flowers

Foliage Plants

By the singles
or dozens

All Kinds
Clay Pots - Soils

Wire flowers anywhere
Join Our Rose of the Month Club
One Free Rose Every Month - Must Register

906 Napoleon - Just at the end of S. College

Gifts of All Kinds
Balloons
Plush Animals
Cards
Pictures
Mugs
Hours:

M-F 8-3:30
Sat. 8-4:00
Open Sunday 12-4:00

353-8381

Q
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Lawsuit names Clothes 'make' the class
city of Toledo
TOLEDO (AP) — A legal advocacy group sparked by civil
rights leaders said Wednesday it filed suit against the city alleging that officials illegally used federal money to help
finance a downtown convention center.
"The public has a right to know how public funds are spent,
and we think that people ought to know what is going on to
make sure the money is spent properly," said Keith Mitchell,
staff lawyer for Advocates for Basic Legal Equality Inc.
The organization filed the taxpayersrsuit Tuesday in Lucas
County Common Pleas Court on behalf of the Model Neighborhood Residents Association, a non-profit group of five residents
that lobbies the city for neighborhood improvements.
Named as defendants are Mayor Donna Owens, City Manager Philip Hawkey, eight City Council members and the Toledo-Lucas County Convention and Visitors Bureau.
The suit said the city received a $7.4 million Urban Development Action Grant in 1906 to help fund construction of the Radisson Hotel, which opened last year.
The city, through the Toledo-Lucas Convention and Visitors
Bureau, loaned the money to Toledo Convention Hotel Ltd., the
developer of the hotel.

OXFORD, Ohio (AP) — Female teachers who
The Bowling Green researchers said they found
wear jeans rather than suits can be more appeal- that those pupils were perceived as being less ining to high school students but don't necessarily telligent and less well-behaved. Well-dressed and
appear as knowledgeable, a Miami University casually dressed students were perceived as being
study found.
smart and well-behaved, the researchers said. The
"You might anticipate that a female teacher in a Bowling Green survey involved 750 students and
suit would get the most respect, but my research 159 teachers from six northwest Ohio high schools.
doesn't show that," said Sara Butler, associate
professor of home economics and consumer sciThe Miami study examined the way high school
ences at Miami. "Students said ... they had no students perceive female teachers, based on how
more respect for a suited teacher than one in the teachers dressed. The Bowling Green study fojeans."
cused on the way teachers and students perceive
teen-agers, based on attire.
A similar Bowling Green State University study
concluded that teachers and students alike have a
Butler and a former graduate student, Kathy
less favorable impression of poorly dressed stu- Roesel, questioned 201 high school students in the
dents — those who wear clothing such as faded Cincinnati area to determine their impressions
jeans, T-shirts and untied shoes.
based on a female teacher's style of attire.

Fla. Lotto ticket cashed

The repayment of the grant is intended to pay off bonds issued to finance a portion of the construction or the $39.6 million
SeaGate Convention Center, which opened two years ago, the
suit said.
The suit contends that repaying the bonds violates a section
of the city charter prohibiting "the expenditure of funds to construct a convention center without prior approval of the Toledo
voters."
The suit said Toledo voters on March 19, 1985, and Nov. 6,
1986, rejected an attempt to modify the charter, to allow city
money to be used for a convention center without voter approval.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) A real estate broker who said six
numbers had been "driving me
crazy" presented a winning Lotto ticket today to claim her record $55 million prize.
Sheelah Ryan of Winter
Springs said she didn't know
what she'd do with her winnings
and was unsure whether she
would quit her job. She can pick
up her first check for $2,767,361
next week.

She said today marked her
first trip on a plane, her first
news conference and "this is the
first time I've ever won $55 million."

"It is evident from these election results that the residents of
the city of Toledo want to approve the expenditure of city funds
prior to the construction of a convention center," the suit said.
Advocates for Basic Legal Equality seeks an injunction to
stop the city from using any of the UDAG repayment to finance
the convention center. It also seeks a declaratory judgment
that the repayment money must be spent in accordance with
all applicable laws and regulations.
City officials did not return several messages seeking comment.
A group of black ministers has said it is concerned that a
large part of the %VJ million the city has received in U.S. Housing and Urban Development money since the late 1970s has not
been used to help low-income people.
Most of the federal money nas been used on projects aimed
at revitalizing Toledo's downtown, including the Portside Festival Marketplace.
The ministers, members of the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, said 4,000 jobs were to have been created with
the HUD money for minorities and low-income residents in
Toledo. But they said less than 2,000 jobs have been established, most minimum-wage positions.
The ministerial alliance has been pushing for an investigation of how the city has spent the HUD mo»ey.

"I've always been middle
class and the middle class always needs money," she said at
a news conference with her two
attorneys and Lottery officials.

"These numbers were driving
me crazy," she said. She had
won $4 twice previously in the
game. Ryan said she had been
buying four tickets a week until
Florida offered a $23 million
jackpot in early August. Since
then, she's been buying five
tickets.

STUDENTS
WOO
"Your Connection to the World"
SCHOLASTIC YEAR SUPER SPECIAL
INCLUDES
Basic Service August 20 - May 10
,»■£►£ ~
Basic installation
^JjjPJv HBO - One Month of Service
*N»*
HBO - installation
REMOTE - Free for the Year
Buy This DEAL Before sept. 20
and Pay a One Time Fee
of $90.00
to Receive This Package
with a VALUE Of *145.75.
SAVE '53.75!!!

AND MORE - A BONUS
EACH NEW BASIC SUBSCRIBER
WILL RECEIVE VALUABLE COUPONS FOR
BOWLING GREEN ESTABLISHMENTS
MINIMUM TOTAL VALUE OF
s

40.00!!!

118 N. Main

352-8424

Ryan, 63, a native New Yorker, said she was single and had
no children.

She said she picked the first
six numbers that she read on the
front page of The Orlando Sentinel: 3, 27, 19, 35, 20 and 5. She
bought the winning ticket in the
central Florida town of Longwood.

2nd BIQ WEEK STEVEN SPIELBERG'S

THURS. IS
BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS
0NLT S2.00

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 & 9:30 p.m.

The jackpot's final value was
put at $55.16 million, which
breaks down into 20 annual
Kyments of $2.76 million before
tes.

Avon

Lake

may build
mini-vans
CLEVELAND (AP) — Ford
Motor Co. officials and Gov.
Richard Celeste reportedly are
planning a news conference for
Monday with the expectation
that Ford directors on Thursday
will approve a joint venture with
Nissan to build mini-vans in
Avon Lake.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer,
citing anonymous industry and
government sources, reported in
s Wednesday editions that officials and Celeste are preparing
for the news conference.
On Saturday, members of
United Auto Workers Local 2000,
which represents the Ohio Truck
Plant in Avon Lake, were told of
the project by union leaders and
gave it their informal approval,
le newspaper reported.

CAMPUS

POLLYEYES
A Gathering Place
OPEN 11:00a.m. to 2:00a.m. Sun. - Wed.
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Slices of Pizza Available for Delivery $1.50

$9.00

$12.00

DOUBLE PIZZA

DOUBLE PIZZA

Two 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items 90t A $12.80 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
I
FREE DELIVERY

17.00

Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items SI.20 A $10.00 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY

Two 14 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas
Extra hems SI.20 A $16.00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY

"FREEPOP"
With Any
Large Sub, Burrito, Or
Large Salad (Chef, Veg.,
Taco or Turkey)

POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY
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Sports
Falcons' backs against wall

lO

September 8,19M

Face must-win situation versus Ball State Saturday at home
games long, with the Falcons holding a 28-20-4 advantage. But the
Rockets have won four of the last six meetings, including the last
game at the Glass Bowl in 1986.
Western Michigan is fresh off a 24-14 victory at Wisconsin. That
could be considered a mild upset, but BG head coach Moe Ankney
has tabbed the Broncos as the team to watch in the conference.
With those three games all away, the Ball State contest looks
much more important.
The Cardinals opened with a 13-3 win over Toledo at home last
Saturday. The defense limited UT to just 143 total yards on 52 plays.
Meanwhile, the Falcons had trouble moving the ball against the
Mountaineers. The running game netted only 61 yards and quarterback Rich Dackin was off-target for much of the game. BG must get
its high-potential offense in gear for the Cardinals.

ANDYWOODARD

Commentary
It's hard to imagine a team having their backs against the wall in
the second week o? the college football season.
But Bowling Green does.
The Falcons must win against Ball State Saturday to have any
chance at the Mid-American Conference championship. The Cardinals mark the only game the Falcons will play at Doyt L. Perry
Field over the next tour weeks.
After that, BG travels to Texas Christian, Toledo and Western Michigan.
The Homed Frogs field offensive and defensive lines some 15
pounds bigger on the average than 12th-ranked West Virginia's,
which slaughtered the Falcons 62-14 last Saturday at Morgantown.
As for Toledo, nothing need be said. The UT-BG rivalry runs 52
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON

THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME
| OUTSTANDING BGSU FRATERNITY
THREE CONSECUTIVE YEARS
1986 1987 1988
^OUTSTANDING NATIONAL CHAPTER
TWO CONSECUTIVE PERIODS
1983-85 1985-87
Enjoy 4-foot subs while seeing Sig Ep pride,
tradition, and brotherhood brought to life in
a slide show.

TONIGHT 7:30-9:00 p.m.
* Special appearance
by famous
Sig Ep Alumni
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What may be weighing heavily on the Falcons' minds is that
crushing loss. They were beaten soundly in every aspect of the
game. In no way, shape or form did BG win the game.
Mentally, that would seem to be hard to recover from.
But the Falcons have done it in the past. In 1986, after a 48-0 blowout at Washington, BG went to Kent State and won handily 31-15. Following a 45-7 mauling at Arizona, the Falcons responded with a 28-7
win at Ohio University.
However, BG has failed. After bowing to Perm State 45-19 last
season, the Falcons lost their home-opener to Youngstown State
20-17.
Based on previous teams responses, the Falcons could drift either
way.
One thing that could help them is fan support.
Since the Brian McClure-led Falcons won the MAC in 1985, attendance has dropped an average of 8,202 fans per season. BG averaged 22,422 fans in 1985, but fell to 14,696 in 1986 and 14,220 last
season.
And much of last year's mean was built on Parents' Day in early
November, when 20,612 showed up to see a 30-20 win over Kent State.

Navratilova upset;
Wilander survives

What might keep fans away Saturday is the lopsided loss to West
Virginia. But fans must remember that BG was not supposed to win
that game or even make the score close.
In last year's home opener against the Penguins, a measily 12,024
came to see BG after its season-opening defeat at Perm State.
The Falcons need more fan support than that Saturday. They need
to see Doyt L. Perry Field fill up.
But no matter how many fans are there, they need rebound from
the West Virginia game and post a victory.
Otherwise, it will be a long season. And any MAC title and California Bowl trip plans would have to be put off for another year.

NEW YORK (AP) - Zina
Garrison, winless in 21 previous
matches against Martina Navratilova, ended her bid for a
third straight U.S. Open title
Wednesday with a 6-4, 6-7 (3-7),
7-5 victory in the quarterfinals.
Earlier, top-seeded Steffi Graf
breezed info the semifinals
while Chris Evert, Gabriela Sabatini and Mats Wilander rallied
for come-from-behind victories.

THE
OFFICE WORKS
" Discount Office Products "
For all your office supply needs.
Typewriter repair & ribbons
Call 352-1920

PUT YOUR V IN SIGMA PHI EPSILON
L ♦ K

On defense, the Falcons allowed a whopping 541 yards to West
Virginia, an average of 7.1 yards per play. Improvement is needed
there, also.
Obviously, Ball State did not play the same caliber of team in
Toledo that BG did in West Virginia. But the point needs to be made
that if BG plays like it did against the Mountaineers, they will not
win the game against Ball State.

£♦

1045 N. Main Suite 7
Behind Ace Hardware

HOME OPENER SATURDAY!

BG News/Paul Vemon

High-step kick

Bowling Green midfielder Chris Blike attempts to go over the top of
St. Bonaventures Chris Boyle (12) and Scott Pearsall (23) In the
Kwik-Goal Soccer Classic at Mickey Cochrane Field Sunday. The
Falcons won the tournament for the third consecutive year.

Garrison, the 11th seed, blew
five match points in the second
set before eliminating Navratilova, the second seed who failed
to reach the semifinals for the
first time since 1962.
Garrison, a 24-year-old from
Houston, advanced to the semifinals for the first time.
She appeared to have the
match in hand when she raced
out to a 5-0 lead in the second set.
But Navratilova pulled even by
winning the next five games —
staving off three match points
before breaking Garrison's service in the ninth game.
Both players held serve before
Navratilova easily took the tiebreaker.
The two held serve for the first
four Kames of the final set before Garrison broke on a backhand return to take a 3-2 lead.
Navratilova broke in the 10th
game when Garrison netted a
backhand half-volley, but Garrison broke back with a crosscourt forehand to go ahead 6-5.
Navratilova staved off a fifth

LIVE JAZZ!
featuring
GALEN ABDUR • RAZZAQ
FLUTE
Now Appearing at
The Ice Arena
7:00 p.m.
September 10, 1988
Admission $2.00
Sponsored by BBCA

match point before Garrison
ended the 2-hour, 33-minute
match with a forehand volley.
Graf won her 33rd straight
match and moved to within two
victories of completing a Grand
Slam with a 6-3,6* victory over
No. 14 Katerina Maleeva of Bulgaria.
Maleeva's older sister, sixthseeded Manuela, lost a two-hour
baseline duel to Evert 34, M,
6-2, while Wilander beat Emilio
Sanchez of Spain 3-6, 7-6 (8-6),
64,6-4.
Sabatini, the fifth seed, beat
16th-seeded Larisa Savchenko of
the Soviet Union 44,6-4,6-1.
Evert, seeded third, was down
a set and a break before rallying
to reach the semifinals for the
17th time in 18 years.
Wilander, the No. 2 men's
seed, turned his match around
by winning the second-set tiebreaker. Sanchez had a set point
at 6-5, but he made three
straight groundstroke errors
that allowed Wilander to even
the match.
After breaking Sabatini in the
opening game of the second set,
Savchenko appeared on the
verge of an upset. But Savchenko played a nervous eighth
game, double-faulting twice as
Sabatini broke to even the set at
4-4.
Savchenko, who double faulted 13 times, won only one game
the rest of the match.

BG hockey
tryouts on
Monday
The Bowling Green hockey
team will hold open tryouts from
5:304:30 p.m. Monday at the Ice
Arena.
Anyone who wants to tryout
must provide proof of a completed physical and come dressed in full hockey gear. For
more information, call the
hockey office at 372-7239.

TH€ SHOW ALL N.UJ. OHIO IS TALKING ABOUT!

THIS SATURDAY!
KICK-OFF 12:30, PERRY FIELD

FALCONS VS. BALL STATE
Students, You Make It Happen!
GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS NOW MEMORIAL HALL TIC,
AM - '
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Student Ticket Prices: $3, $S, $7*
* $1.00 off student ticket prices to BGSU students with
volid ID. Limit 2 tickets per I.D.
Use your Mostercord. Visa or University chorge.
for ticket reservations call 572-8171 •
Kobocter Box Office Hours: 12 noon - 6pm
In cooperation luth 8GSU College of
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Snow storm over at Ohio State

Schottenheimer
upset over story

Sophomore tailbock prepared for upcoming season
COLUMBUS (AP) - Four
months after contemplating sitting out the season, Carlos Snow
says he is optimistic and ready
for a fresh start at Ohio State.
Snow, a Moot-9, 200-pound
sophomore tailback, overcame
an inclination to fumble to finish
with 381 yards rushing on 99 carries a year ago. He scored four
touchdowns, including a 70-yard
touchdown reception to open the
second half in the season-ending
23-20 victory at Michigan.
With 108 touchdowns during
his career at Cincinnati Academy of Physical Education,
Snow came to Ohio State as one
of the most highly touted running backs in the nation.
First, however, there were the
problems holding on to the ball.
Then he sulked because of a lack
of playing time.
This spring, he was involved
in a campus bar disturbance,

and struggled during spring
workouts to learn the new
offense. He said he wanted to be
redshirted until starting tailback Vince Workman graduated.
But now he appears to be reestablishing himself.
"It's fair to say we have cotailbacks," said new Ohio State
coach John Cooper. "There's not
much difference between Carlos
and Vince.
"The thing I like about Carlos
is since we've been here there
hasn't been a single day he
hasn't come out with a good attitude. And he's worked hard and
kept his composure, even though
he really hasn't been listed as
the starter from the very beginning."
Snow says he has overcome
the butterf ineers that hampered
him as a freshman.
"I have no problem right now

—

holding on to the ball. The problem is picking up pass protection
and being aggressive, he says.
Cooper has already said he
prefers turnovers as dessert and
not a football statistic. Snow
says he realizes he has to hold on
to the ball to get playing time at
tailback. It was only when
Workman was moved to wide
receiver a year ago — filling the
void left by the loss of Cris Carter in the agent scandal — that
Snow was able to thrive.
"Vince is No.l. He's a good
tailback. There's no problem
with me coming in second," Cooper said, "when I came in
here, I thought he was good
then. I never intended to beat
him out right away.
"When he moved to wide
receiver, it was a blessing to me.
Last year, be helped me learn
the offense. Then I helped him
when he moved back to tailback.

He's still keeping me motivated
and fired up. Now I'm not making as many mental errors and
I'm doing a better job of holding
on to the ball."
Snow is also healthy, except
for a rotator cuff injury suffered
this summer in a baseball
league back in Cincinnati.
After considering transferring
after his freshman season, ana
then contemplating requesting a
redshirt year for this tall, Snow
says he's happy where he is and
doingr what he s doing.
"I m optimistic," he said. "All
the players are ready to get it
on.

D See Browns, page 12.

Owners discuss
Giamatti's future
MONTREAL (AP) - Baseball owners began a two-day
meeting Wednesday with the
possibility that National League
President A. Barlett Giamatti
would be elected commissioner
on Thursday, succeeding Peter
Ueberroth.
The American and National
Leagues met separately Wednesday and were scheduled to
meet jointly on Thursday. At
Thursday's meeting, Milwaukee
Brewers owner Bud Selig and

•%*#

BEREA (AP) — Cleveland Browns' coach Marty Schottenheimer reacted angrily Wednesday to a suggestion that running back Earnest Byner missed his blocking assignment on
the play that injured quarterback Bernie Kosar.
Kosar suffered a sprained right elbow Sunday when Kansas
City safety Lloyd Bumiss blitzed from the defensive left side
and hit Kosar's arm as he was throwing. Kosar will be out an
estimated four to eight weeks and has been replaced at quarterback by 36-year-old Gary Danielson.
Schottenheimer said Byner was absolutely not at fault for
letting Burruss get to the quarterback, but the coach continued
refusing to specify what went wrong.
"Seldom do I point the finger at players," Schottenheimer
said. "I don't think it's in the best interest of winning."
He took particular exception to a column by Cleveland writer
Bill Livingston, who wrote in Wednesday's editions of Tlie
Plain Dealer that Byner "drifted inside and turned the blitzer
loose who mangled Bernie Kosar's throwing arm."

New York Mets co-owner Fred
Wilpon are scheduled to give a
report on the selection process
for a new commissioner.
Ueberroth, who announced
this year he would not serve
beyond 1990, has told people that
he does not want the process to
drag on if Giamatti is the consensus choice.
Wilpon would not give any indication of the owners' thinking.
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THE HERO AND
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EVENING 7:15 ONLY
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only at
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Pizza Pub
352-3551

free delivery
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Man-handled

FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88

Bowling Green's Mike McGee is wrapped up by West Virginia defensive tackle Chris Parker. The Mountaineers pounded the Falcons 62-14 Saturday at Mountaineer Field. BG hosts Ball State Saturday at 12:30
p.m.
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still smoking?
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Old Fraternity Row

"Take Charge With Zeta Beta Tau"

TAKE A BREAK
from Campus Life

BE A VOLUNTEER!

Counted
Cross Stitch Crests
And Much More...

Cfie
Jfrencfj &not
200 S. Main St.
352-3148

- Campus Brothers
• Campus Sisters
- Adopt-A-Grandparent
- Filling Memorial Home
(for the mentally retarded)

Great Experience
and Lots of Fun!
Organizational Meeting: 8:00 p.m.
Ohio Suite Thursday, September 8.
or call
Rama 353-5944 or Chris 372-1541

ATTENTION ALL CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS:
Want to get your
Organization's name out?
Set up a booth at FALLFEST '88
Come to the Organizational Meeting
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Community Suite
- 3rd floor Union
If a representative or your organization cannot
attend, call the (gjt® office at 372-2343 and ask for
Amy Bernard, Leah Herner or Mike Posey
FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST '88 FALLFEST 88
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OPEN
Mon.-Sat. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m.

FAST, FREE

ALL-DAY
Bowling Green
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Baseball players have advantage
New England journal cites crossed eye-hand dominance
BOSTON (AP) — Baseball sluggers see
the world slightly differently from the rest of
us, and that nelps explain why they can hit
the ball so well, according to a new study.
The report, published as a letter in Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine, attributes ballplayers' slugging skills to
"crossed eye-hand dominance."
Just as people prefer to use one hand over
the other, they also tend to see from one eye
more than the other. If people are both righthanded and right-eyed, they are said to have
uncrossed eye-hand dominance. But if the
favored hand and eye don't match up, they
have crossed dominance.
Drs. Jose M. Portal and Paul E. Romano
of the University of Florida College of Med-

icine gave eve tests to ordinary people and
found that two-thirds had uncrossed eyehand dominance. The rest were evenly split
between those with crossed dominance and
those who used both eyes equally.
However, they found that the university's
baseball team members were twice as likely
to have crossed dominance and SO percent
more likely to use their eyes equally.
"We think crossed dominance may aid the
batter," the doctors wrote.
They found that players with crossed dominance had batting averages of .310, compared with .250 for those with uncrossed dominance. However, those who saw equally
from both eyes had the best average at .340.
While players with uncrossed dominance

are worse hitters, they also tend to be better
pitchers.
"Uncrossed dominance may therefore be a
relative handicap to hitting, forcing those
who have it to become pitchers, or it may be
an aid to pitching," they wrote.
The researchers cautioned that people
should not try to change their dominant eve,
because this can cause permanent double
vision and other eye problems. And vision
dominance may be inherited, anyway.
However, they said that if confirmed, their
findings might be used to guide young athletes into the sports specialties they are best
suited for.

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
• ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS* • •
O.S.E.A. OENERAL MEETINa
Sun. Sept. 11th, 7:00 p. m
Grand e»Hroom - Union
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
CO-ED SERVICE FRATERNITY
PIZZA AND INFO MEETING
THURSOAVSEPT 8TH.7 8 30PM
COMPTON CAFETERIA LOUNGE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Membership Drive
Aug 30 Sept 13
BA Lobby 10:30-3 30
MSC Lobby 10:30-3:30
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
DORM STORM
Thursdey. Septembsr 8
McDonald North Lounge 7 30 PM
Founders OoM Lounge 7:30 PM
Attention all Aerotechnology major*
Thou arm » a meeting cookoul
Tonight - September I
al • 00 at ll>* Might echoolWoad County Airport
All an urged to attend!!!
ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
I your club-group-organization w« be active
during the 1888-89 academic year, you mutt
re-regteter with the Office of Student ActMtoe
A Orientation. Registration Forma are now aable In 406 Student Services. Those tome
returned by Friday. Sept. 9 we appear In the
Fal Semester adtoon ol the Student OrgerMa
Hona Directory
ATTENTION!! ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE. ED METHODS COURSES (EOCI
361. 362. 366. 366) MUST APPLY FOR
METHODS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT! Daadsne to apply tor Spring,
1889 Els Ed Method. Friday, Sept. 16. 6:00
PM Apcacaflon torrne aiaaatili In 629 Ed

OET INVOLVED
U8Q Elector* lor
Dvjtiict Reprssentstlves
Wednesday. September 21
Pk* up apcacabona In 406 Student Sen/
Return by Monday, Sept. 12
OET INVOLVED AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Interested In Womsns' Issues?
Women tor Women General Meeting
7.30 PM Tonight
TAFT ROOM - 3rd Floor UNION
LACROSSE
LACROSSE
114 BA BUILDING
8:OOPM
THURSDAY
umeShopolHorrora
Sept. 8, 9.110
KoOeckerHal
Cal372-8171
DONT MISS IT!
Mlacilany Magazine we now Its klckofl mootng Aug 31 al 7 PM In the West Hal Commona.
Al enthusiastic writers, art directors, copy editors sic welcome Article idsss snd aaatgn*
merits wsl be determined
Organizational Meeting
"Vokjntesra In Prograaa"
Thursday September 8th
8:00 PM Ohto Suit* - Unton
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR EVERY MAJOR I
Now telling apptcattona lor the
MISS BGSU EXECUTIVE STAFF
425 Student Servlcee
Oeerjene Tues.Sept 13SI400PM
mierviews Wad snd True.

SHALOM!
For information on the
BG Jewish Students Group
snd High Hosdsy Ssrvtces
Can 354-8420

SW9
Defend yourself In B G
Jom u K S Karate Today
Starts Tuee. 9-8 at 8:00 PM
EppLC* Be There'
Don't Be Another Victim'
FREE Sslf Defense Came!
Sponsored by BGSU UKS
Karate Club
Thursday 9-8 8 00 Epptar Center
FREE MOVIE NIGHT
Soon sored by MSA
September 8 si 7 PM
Pokes Academy 1 and 3
MunchWs and Drmka wet be provided
OPEN TO ALL
Fresh coff ee and doughnuts deny
Sponsorsd by DELTA SIGMA PI
mBA lobby 7:30-1:30

There wl be s meeting ol the Leabian A Gay Alienee on Thursday, September 8 at 8.30 PM.
The meeting Is tree and open to al. Caff The
Link for meeting location.
Wood Co Humane Society Garage Sale Sept.
9-11 Fh I Sal 9-5.00 Sun 12-4:00. Under
grandstand at fslrgrounds Great bargatna tor
students' rooma or apartments

SERVICES OFFERED
RssponsUs cossgs student seeks smploy
men! cleaning area houaaa and epaffwisfrla, tor
dstaiie csJ Beth 363-6832
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU ANO YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 364-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS ANO
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES.

PERSONALS
1500 Reward Into leading to arreet ol vandal o<
motorcycle parked « 816 Second St. Cel
363-4688
THE BFtOTHERS OF SIGMA NU
LETUBUI
• RUSH SKJMA NU •
•OAROOYLl"
THE PIKES WANT THE TROPHY AG AMI
MORE BOOZE!
INULETSU.I.U. ••
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU
INVITE YOU TO SEE CRAB RACES
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 8
•• RUSH SIGMA NU"
••••THfTACW"
RUSH * RUSH * RUSH
Tonight 7:30 -1:30
Theta Chi Houee-Comet ol Rktee » N Mam
' BBO CHICKEN COOK OUT *
Discover The Winning Tradition
•-THETA CHI RUSH-THETA CHI RUSH" •
Call 352-tooi For Noes

• • • • THfTA CHI RUSH • • • •
RUSH ■ RUSH • RUSH
Tonight 7:J0-t: JO
Theta Chi House-Comer ol "lee. A N. Main
••SO CHICKEN COOK OUT
Discover The Winning TreoWen
•THETA CHI RUSH - THETA CHI RUSH"
Cell 1124001 For Rides

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
"KAPPA SIGMA COOKOur TONKM IT
7:30-9:30 (KAPPA SKJMA HOUSE)

LOST tV FOUND
Lost on Tuesday, August 30. on or near weal
campus s nsvy sweater with pked buttons Cel
372-6080
LOST: Wad, Aug. 31at In room 111 South
Hal. Orange BGSU Bookstore Bag with while
aaaetahlrl m it K found please cel Keren al
353-51 56 after 8 PM

•THETACHI""
•RUSH-RUSH
Ton*aM7:M-t:S0
Thets Chi HouseCorner ol Rides » N. Main
•BSO CHICKEN COOKOUT'
HiaoairTtMWaWlaaTrafSUen
•THETA CW RUSH-THETA CHI RUSHCe" JS1-S001 For Rtoea

**• ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Be a BG News Volunteer

WE NEED YOU!

*

MEETINGS: Sundays, 8:00 p.m.
Second Floor Commons, West Hall

- .All Majors Welcome For More Information Call 372-6966

*

••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

HUGE WAREHOUSE SALE
Low, Low Pricing
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH

9a.m.-2p.m.

1 Day ONLY
Bads (Complete)
Bad Spreads
Sheets
Pillows
Furniture
TV'a

Bikes
Refrigerators
Windows
Park Benches
Crackled Glass Globes
Carpet/Linoleum

Light Fixtures
Stoves
Picture Tube Tester
' 30 Glasses
Electronic Cash Register
...And More

•ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORSO.S.E.A. GENERAL MEETING
Sun.. Sept. 11th, 7:00 p.m.
Grand!
ALCOHOL AWARENESS 'SI
— Was 8*8.00—
ENTER THE LOOO CONTEST
Entries due Sept 18
405 Student Servlcee
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA WOULD LIKE TO
WISH ALL FRATERNITIES GOOD LUCK WITH
RUSH.
OOGREEKI
ATTENTION SKIERS 111
PLAN AHEAD lor your ski trip.
Cel Gladys oi Fay al
LEE'S TRAVEL CENTER «
362-2929 M-F

Browns
Q Continued from page 11.
Schottenheimer said be had
not read the column but had
been informed of its contents.

He said he believes the
Browns are "trying to protect
Earnest Byner from the repercussions of the fumble." Byner
fumbled the ball near the goal
line in Denver last January to
ruin the Browns' comeback in
the AFC championship game.

Livingston, who was not in
Schottenheimer's office during
the outburst, said later that he
wrote what he saw. He pointed
out that Schottenheimer had declined to be specific about the

Livingston also noted that
Reggie Rucker, the former
Cleveland receiver who was doing commentary on Sunday's
game for NBC-TV, singled out
Byner on the play.

LAMES, LADIES, LADIES
Are your days lul ol boring oaaaaaa and your
nights lul ol ok) movlss on csois? Let me put
excitement back In your He MALE DANCER
3843130
rmnotererun!

Oymnastlcalnstructors needed tor Tuesday
evenings For more Womiallon and Interview
phone Jon at 382-1988.

Little Shop of Honors
Sept. 8. 9110
KobackorHal
Cat 372-8171
DONT MISS ITi

Meet the Brothers ol Sigma PM Epallon
along with alumni brother
Steve Ma eon of B3-Q.
Tonight 7:30 - WO PM st Ihe Big Ep house
Located behind Dodgers.
next to the Commons

READY PHI MU TUGGERS?
1 - 2 - 3 - SMJVSH777
WELL. MCE TRY ANYWAY GUYS!
WE'LL GET THEM NEXT YEAR
LOVE. YOUR PHI MU SISTERS
PS. THANK YOU COACHES JOEL AND JOHN
FOR YOUR TERRIFIC SUPPORT

ATTENTION RHO CHI'S:
Whet Pictures
Whan. Sunday. Sept. 11
Tana: 12:00 PM
Where 2nd floor lounge. SSC
Wear: Your levoffle Rush T-shirt

RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Carl Deeaaerl CongrahAstiona on your engagement to Brian'
You two make a fantastic couple We wish you
both thebssl of luck!
Love. Your Phi Mu Sisters

RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

CASSIOY'S RESTAURANT
tor Good Food and
Good Tense
QUALITY FOOO MA
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
Horns of S2 00
Long Wand Iced Tea
Thursday Nee
$ I 00 MARGARITAS
4to8
FREETaooBar
OPEN EVERY DAY
I78E WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN 363-0100

RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

CONGRATULATIONS JIM VAN WINKLE snd
KJMBERLY KJJNE on your SO EP-GAMMA
PHI LAVAUEFONG!"
ThsbroBlersol SIGMA PHI EPSK.ON
Congralilalluiia Lisa Mantled on your Alpha XI
Delta-Sigma Chi lavaaenng lo Cralg LUGtovarmi
Lovs. ths sisters ol Atohs XI Dstta
CC44QFLATULATIONS TO TsM PIAI ANO
KRrSTEN SMILEY ON YOUR SKJ EP-DEE GEE
LAVAUEPJNQ
-YOUR SIQ EP BROTHERS
CONGRATULATIONSM
Asks natter and Sue nstnhart on your recent
paMngll
-The brothers ol SIGMA PHI EPSILON
DECEMBER. MAY. AUGUST GHADS"II
ATTEND A PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETMO
5 p.m. and T p.m. TODAY. BALLFtOOM
DECEMBER. MAY. AUGUST QRADSHM
ATTEND A PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETMO
6 p.m. and 7 p.m. TODAY. BALLROOM
From fryers snd terms to nswsteflirs and latter*
head, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper1 See us lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! KJnko's 354-3877.

RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

RUSH
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

RUSH PHI TAUS
RUSH PHI TAUS
Ruah Phi Taue Sept. 8 Sub Night
Experience Phi Tsu Sub Night
A Phi Tau Trsomon tor Quits s long time
Not an evening to be missed, to be sure!!'
Festivities begm al 7 30 PM
Locstsd between Rodgers Courtysrd
and Jerome Library
Phi Taue-Taldng Ihe Campus by Storm
with Subs In hand1 M
RuahPkas
RushPkss
RushPkss
Alpha Gamma Detts House
7:30
RushPkss
RushPkss
RushPkss
Alpha Gemma Delta Houes
7:30
RushPkss
RushPkea
RushPkss
Alphs Gamma Delta Houss
7:30
SAEI
Discover me true pnde
ol Sigma Alpha Epallon
tonight at 7:30 PM al
New Fraternity Row.
SAEI
SMI
Diecover the Hue pride
ol Sigma Alpha Epallon
tonight at 7 30 PM In
faswFn»»n»tyRow.
SAEI
SajEp "•MATT BLANK •••SkjEp
CC«*OftATULATIONS ON YOUR RECENT LAVAUERMQ TO DEE GEE CHARLENE FERKOII
Ths brothers ol SIGMA PHI EPSHON

OfeHK REGATTA
Bathtub Racee
SAT SEPTEMBER 24TH 12 00
PEREGRINE PONO (near Ousds)
HAPPY HOURS at Mark's
FPaDAY 4-9
BE THERE!

STEVE CAIXITSB
HAPPY 20«h BtFITHOAY. LETS CELEBRATE
IT RIGHT TONIGHT (CE CREAM?) I LOVE
YOUI
YOUR SWEETHEART.
KATH

•Yhstdoyoussy?
KD's Derby Deye
AUTheVYayi

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WISH THE SIGMA CM'I MUCH SUCCESS
WITH DERBY DAYSI
TALK DERBY TO US
I

mtereeted In Womene' leeuee?
Women tor Women General Mi Hint
7:30PMToraBht
TAFT ROOM - 3rd Floor UNION

The staters ol Alpha M Data would axs to congratulat. Ami LsMsstar and Feoh may on their
Alpha XI-FIJI pinning

Kapr^Slgrmr'jppaSlgrraKecceSlgme
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
"THE MOST WANTED MAN..."
Kapps Slgms Kapps Slgms Kspps Slgms
KIMMYSUERIECKI
Happy Birthday, babel I'm so glad ware back,
this veer e going lo be awesome
Love, Your Roomie

I14BABUILDWG

To The steal el TTKA
Grabsdata
Be at Ihe house at 9 30
Lets get off on ths righl loot
Pfces Parly Paghtl
ToTheMenolTTKA
QrabadaH
Be Mine houaaa 9:30
Lei's get oil on the right foot
Pfcaa Party PAjMI
WANTED: 1 male non- smoking tor Wl 88 lease
Fum. 1 bdrm 362-1008 sner 6:00 PM

8:00 PM

1731 Clough St.
(Behind Holley Lodge)

(l

Holley Properties
& Management

"Since I'm not allowed and
none of the other writers are allowed to have all the X's and O's
explained, I have to write it the
way it appeared to me," Livingston said. "I'm paid to have an
opinion and my opinion was that
if was Earnest Byner's mistake."

"I'm upset about it because I
think it was a cheap shot,"
Schottenheimer said oi the column. "Bill Livingston does not
know what he's talking about.
Basicallv, if he wants to ask me
information, if I feel comfortable in providing him with it, then
he can do that I was informed
that he said that Earnest Byner
was the guv who made the error
the other day. He is absolutely
and unequivocally wrong."

ATTENTION RHO CHI'S:
Wr>«: Pictures
When: Sunday, Sept. 11
Tana: 12:00 PM
Where 2nd floor lounge. SSC
Wear: Your IworRs Rush T-shirt

CONGRATULATIONS TO
BETH SARD
ON HER RECENT ENGAGEMENT. BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED LOVE ANO HAPPINESS. LOVE. YOUR ALPHA QAM SISTERS

$»pl»mb«r 4,1988

THURSDAY

WANTED

UCMME
LACROSSE

nesdsd one nonsmoking male roommate, 2
bedroom apt located on 8th St. » mtereslso
seal 383-5240

Needed: 1 nonamoklng female to share 2 badroom apartment Close to campus Can Anna or
Carol 383-7928
Hoommats needed 2 bdrm. tumlehed apt
$148amonlh CelTomat372-5138
WANTED: 1 ROOMMATE FOR 88-89 YEAR
$145 A MO PLUS ELECTRIC FOUR MAN
APT. AT VILLAGE GREEN CALL TOM AT
363-7038

HELP WANTED
Dabyaltlei in my home. Half block from campue
M t W 10 AM - 6:30 PM and Fn 10 AM lo l
PM Cel 382 9309 after 8 PM
Chid care needed before and-or efler school
Mon-Frl 7:30-9:00 AM and-or 3 16-4:16 PM.
Relerenoas required Transportation nee. Cal
352 4098 after 5 PM
Choir Director needed Youth and sduit choirs
Rural Pembervlas Church Cal 287-3811 or
362-3105
OOMeNOS PIZZA drivers wsrttsd
Full and part tame
Flexible hours, days and evenings
Must beat leas) 1«
With own car and Insurance.
Pays t4.tO-S9.tJ0 sn hr. w mllssga.llpe
AppWal 1111 E.WooMsr 352-1519
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Oat Your Foot In the Ooorl PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Interviews
Donl lake chances on less WE DO IT RIGHT'
KJnko's 354-3977.
I0WCKER8OCKER NEEDS
Window washsr-18 hrs. a weak
Lawn worker--20 lira, a weak
Carpel cleaner-16 hra. s week
Cal 352 5822
Local agency needs part-time oo-op atudent
with Deetc map and computer skllla. Payt
15.00 an hr. Cal 372-2451 or atop by 211
Admin Bktg.
Local company needs Sophomore CS or MIS
major to work In computer operations part-time
Pays S7.00 in hr Oat Co-op Office at
372-2451 or slop In 238 Admm Bug
TEACHER
Pert-time to teach basic math thru
Prefer college senior or grsudele student Sena
resume to: P.O Box 342 Perryaburg. OH
43661

FOR SALE
'84 Encore OS. Stver. 35 plus MPQ
Sas-372-7885 Ask lot Lynn

Must

1976. 400 4 cyander SupsrSport Cycle *500
or beat offer Cal between 8 30-2:00 Ask lor
Steve or Angle 354-8126
1978 Ford Granada
372-6798 Lai
Asking $500
1980 RX-7 Mazda Gray, new paint )ob. new
bras. Sherwood stereo, graphic eguaber
speakers. AC, Asking $2800. Cal 352-8681
01889-3876
1981 Detsun OX 310 70.900 mdee. Iron!
wnesi dnvs, 4 apaaOa. runs good. Look* nice
$1790 or bast offer Save your gas! Cat
364-3170
1983 Ptyrnoutfi Horlron. whrte. 4 or Ixwchback
AM-FM raaaafla. 6 Sod., w
$1900 353-6108
$g0 nsgoOSDle
3724748 Jay
For SsW IBM typewriter Aekmg $85 Please
osl352-7B7gaaklorB*l latter 4 PM|
Hardwood stereo atand (S35)and snd lade
($40). Cat 372-7732 or after 5 00 PM
354-2261
MACMTOSH PLUS WITH EXTERNAL
800 K DISK DRIVE. $995
UNSELEVASLE DEAL!
CALL ANO ASK FOR BOB ZACHARKO
(313)628-8800

MYLAR BALLOONS. LARGE VARIETY $2-$4
DELIVERED ON CAMPUS BOUQUETS FROM
$4 DELIVERED 372-8160
Schwinn VsrsHy 10-apsad tor aaj* ■eat offer
Fas: condition Cal Kim 2 4695 or 2-4696
Used 2 x 8 cu ft Ignis rstriosrator Vegetable
criaper. trsezsr sheM. door shelves, snd meat
r. Good condklon Cal 352-5076
•7g Chevy Impala $1250
362-4140

FORRENT

Room evaaabte tor fsmals n axchsnge lor be
bysmng Weekdays 79am a every other Sat
Pkis Sun. 7am-4pm. Need car
Phone
352-1832 or 362-7386

uraurn-rurn efficiency, ultra quiet, dean, within
waking distance of untv. $170-190 a mo.
Laaaa tor both ssmsstsrs Oeposil negotiable
Aval. Immartaaal, 3634088

